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\u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2611 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2611 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2611 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
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\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2610 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. I quite enjoyed this, but I cannot recommend it as the difficulty spikes and the game just feels unfinished overall.
Initial impressions from a moderately experience rhythm boy.

 The Good 
Song selection seems decent, even without the DLC.
Keysounds! Pleasant keysounds!
Easily remappable keys.
You can adjust your hit position as well as judgement, though it might not even be necessary (see The Bad.)

 The Bad (?) 
Timing is very lenient, it's not hard to get exact timing (or pgreats or whatever you wanna call them), I found it even looser than
something like osu mania. This could be nice for people new to VSRGs, but if you like a bit of challenge with your timing it
could be a little annoying.

 There's lots of distracting graphics on the side of the playfield that don't really seem to serve any purpose aside from being just
that, distracting.

As for as I can tell, the highest availble difficulty at the moment is Lv 10, which isn't all that hard, I'd say it's comparable to
around 3.5*~ osu mania maps or about 12~ StepMania charts.

There's no leaderboards or rankings,

That said, for the cheap price, it's a plenty playable game and probably more enjoyable than osu mania because keysounds and
charts that actually rhythmically make sense. Might update this after I play some more, and if I buy the Forever Friends DLC..
Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades the player with piano music while they travel through
a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very
enjoyable and overall relaxing experience.

My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.

I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abz\u00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. Goog Game. We Need Rise of Legends Available on Steam though.. Fun arena shooter and
very cheap aswell.
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First off I must say that this game is what it appears right off the back from the trailer; simplistic, low-res graphics and rather
short. Despite that however, this game was extremely fun. Just finished playing through my first run-through with 3 minutes left
to go... Yeah I suck lol. One thing that bothered me and slowed down my progress completely was the fact that the controls were
a bit wonky with the environment. When carrying pictures over to a table in order to organize them, they would either slip out of
my hands mid-teleporting or when the object collides with another in-game, static-rendered object. Other than that, the puzzles
were in fact quite challenging and surely time consuming. I would like to see even more rooms expanded and not just 2 rooms to
house 3-4 puzles. If this first level contained maybe 3 or even 4 rooms with the puzzles spread out, that would have been
absolutely great! Another note would be to expand the variety of objects needed to solve said puzzles. Its obvious that keys open
locks, puzzles are either number or word answers, and the only real objects that played a big role in this were framed portraits of
victims and projector slides. There could be so so much more that could be included to make the a killer game. Overall, its
worth the $1.00 purchase for a quick, fun, brain deceiving puzzle game. I greatly look forward to future levels and further
updates!. Sorry to say but for 30 seconds of entertainment \u00a33.50 is not worth it.. This is a fun, interesting, & quirky game.
It doesn't support every resolution unfortunately. You will end up having to play it in windowed mode most likely. It has
controller support which is really nice but the pc controls do work well. The humor the indy developers put in this game is a joy
to behold. A fun platformer with some interesting puzzle elements thrown in. ~PR0XIDIAN. A nice little casual adventure
game. The story is quiet obvious but nevertheless, it's exciting. Especially because of the likeable characters.
Humor is on a serious level and does not slip into silly.
The puzzles are usually very easy, so you are also pretty fast.
Since the game costs only 14\u20ac it's worth anyway.
. This is not a review of the software's quality and capabilities so much as a response to the other reviews which report problems
with the software communicating with the the licensing server. In 100+ hours of use over one week, I have experienced 1 single
problem/disconnect during which time the CapturingReality website was offline and/or unreachable for ~15 minutes (my
internet was working but the CapturingReality website was returning a 503 error page). This server-side problem disrupted the
software on my client-side, interrupting a 90 minute process at the 60 minute mark, compelling me to start the process again
(and therefore costing me 60 minutes). However, all in all, the software has been able to communicate with the licensing server
for over 99% of the time, and I would happily recommend it to others on that count.. Budget Early alpha version of Tarkov with
Godless hackers like Raw Melody. i think that this game has a lot of potentional, andis realy fun to play, its just realy short.
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